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Interface Components?
■ Sensors

■ buttons / knobs

■ light

■ sound

■ force

■ proximity, location

■ etc.

■ Actuators

■ motion / vibration

■ lights

■ sound

I thought I was going to have to explain myself, but everyone here has been using this terminology 
already.



Interface Components?
■ Sensor Examples

■ switches 

■ photodiodes

■ piezos

■ potentiometers

■ rotary encoders

■ accelerometers
...you know, the standard parts

used in gadgets everywhere

■ Actuator Examples

■ motors

■ LEDs

■ piezos / speakers 

■ relays



The Idea: Make them smart

■ Sensors and Actuators w/ embedded intelligence
  (and possibly additional sensors/actuators)

■ Can then have meaningful conversations with them:

■ knob:  “angle turned=42º”

■ button:  “double-clicked”, “held for 5 seconds”

■ speaker:  “play 440Hz”, “play Eb3”, “play quieter”

■ light:  “#FF33CC”, “dim 30%”

■ motor: “spin at 29.97 RPM”, “torque is >20 lb-ft”

Do you *really* want to figure out how to make a stepper motor move?
Do you *really* want to create yet-another-key-debounce function?
Do you *really* want to remember what kind of back EMF diode & transistor to add to your motor 
circuit?

Push the boundary of intelligence to the interface.  boundary...interface...interface...boundary... 
hmm



Why?

■ Create new affordances, richer interfaces

■ Reduce implementation time

■ Embed engineering knowledge in the device

doesn’t this get expensive fast?
yes and no.



Some devices are close

provides haptic feedback
allows memorized presets

no logic though... yet

potentiometer motorized pot

“composite interface components”

Used to be if you wanted a motorized pot you had to build it yourself:
assemble the pot, motor, gearing, mechanicals to hold it all together. a real pain.



Almost there

DC motor hobby servo

Turns analog problem into a digital one

Servo is just a DC motor with some electronics, a pot, & gears
DC motors are hard program for, especially if you want to move it a given angle. 
But servos are relatively easy
(or use a stepper motor, even harder)



This is more like it

graphic LCD
serial control

HD4470 text LCD
parallel control

HD4470 is easiest of LCDs to control, but physically wiring it up is a pain.
And it’s only a *text* LCD.  Driving a graphic LCD by hand is impossible.



Even some CE vendors
are trying

but currently very expensive (~1000x)

Optimus Maximus OLED keyboard: http://www.artlebedev.com/everything/optimus/



Design & Cost

■ Think production use, not prototyping. 

Design for: high-volume, low parts count, cost

■ Needs to be <5x cost of equivalent dumb component

■ Really more like <2x cost

■ Benefits the prototyper too

The cost of smart versions of current dumb interface devices needs to be sane, or no one will use 
them.



Already exists in the 
sketching world

■ Somewhat

■ But bulky

■ Expensive

■ Not made for production use

existing, sorta there: teleo, phidgets, icube-x, 



Let’s explore: Smart LEDs
■ An LED that can be any color, 

any brightness, at any time

■ How: Take normal RGB LED, 
make it smart

■ RGB LEDs are capable of full-
spectrum color rendition

■ Already composite devices: 
3 LED dies in one epoxy 
package. “I can has brains?”

Don’t just add brains, add sensors. and actuators. :-)



A Design for Smart LEDs

cathode

blue anode
red anode

green anode

Can we add intelligence to the 
standard “T 1-3/4” LED package?

power gnd

I/O

 Remember, think towards high-volume production 
uses.



Smart LEDs are Good
■ Normally, you need 3 I/O lines & an 

interrupt needed to deal with time-
critical RGB PWM calculations 

■ No!  Let the LED do the work.

■ No need to worry about current limiting, 
matching resistors, PWM, timing, etc.

■ Embed a bit of color theory into the 
device: specify HSB or RGB values via 
input line. Maybe as text: “#FF3366”



Smart LED Prototypes

with sensor without

hand-wired, thru-hole parts

What if we just add a microcontroller to an RGB LED?
Originally from: http://todbot.com/blog/2007/03/25/smart-led-prototypes/
Also see Alex Weber’s “Programmable LED” work: http://www.instructables.com/id/ELJXZZVX6JEYVZCV7K/



Not new

■ Ambient Orb

■ Color Kinetics

■ Triklets / Big Round Cubatron

■ Every beginning Arduino sketch



Schematic is as expected



Smart LED Prototypes

two inputs 

gndpwr

mostly SMD, vertical orientation

Inputs can be digital or 10-bit analog.
They could also be outputs.
Uses standard thru-hole RGB LEDs (common cathode)
This form factor allows high horizontal density, at expense of needing an inch of clearance in the 
back.



Smart LED Prototypes

color selectable by HSB or RGB 
millions of colors in 24-bit color space



Sensors on Actuators

e.g. emitted color temp. changes with ambient light

“composite interface components”

“composite interface components” is not a new idea either: see servos.
But add a simple sensor, like this photocell, to what we normally think of as a simple light
and you can let the actuator partially close the loop.  And it’s a sensor now!
Sorta like what Javascript form checking does for web apps. </webnerd>



Can you make it smaller?

a little bit, using standard SMD parts



Smart LED Prototypes

0.6” diameter

pwr gnd

I/O#1

I/O#2

all SMD parts, horizontal orientation



Programming it

■ Pretty easy with the 
standard SMD components

■ Clip on a SOIC-8 clamp to 
an AVRISP mkII



Parts Cost @ 1k units

SMD RGB LED $0.31

ATtiny13 µC $0.81

passives $0.06

board $0.46

TOTAL $1.64

(prices from ebay,digikey,4pcb)



Pretty colors

okay so I’m an LED nut.
A little diffuser goes a long way.  (in this case, packing foam)



Smart LED Army

Current function:
- on start: color cycle
- inputs are buttons
- input 1: select hue
- input 2: select brightness

Brought these to play with today



Next steps

■ Encase it in epoxy lens?

■ Use smaller SMD parts & tighter layout rules
— not a lot, maybe 20% smaller

■ Work with unpackaged chip and LED dies, bonded directly to 
a substrate
— getting about the right size

■ For fun: use LEDs as both sensor and actuator

■ Multi-drop one-wire net for controlling clusters



Questions to you

■ What smart interface components do you want?

■ How would you use a Smart LED?
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